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When you least expect it, expect it.Bethany Anne has been notified there is a spaceship inside the

system...but they can't find it. Is it Kurtherian, someone else? The governments have to be told

about aliens, which sparks a worldwide effort by Governments to find what TQB has...Oh, and Eric

wants to date Gabrielle but he wants her to know he can protect her if need be. But his idea on

how? Well, let's just say it might not be the best solution.Read We Have Contact Today!
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If they ever adapted The Kurtherian Gambit books to cinema, they would have to resurrect Cecil B.

DeMille from the grave to direct it, it's such a sweeping saga. It's a sprawling cast bound to sprawl

further yet, because, every month, madman Michael Anderle keeps writing new characters in.

Seriously, Michael, ponder squeezing in a glossary of your characters.Me, I keep on devouring the

series. I just tore thru We Have Contact (The Kurtherian Gambit Book 12), and it's another satisfying

read. Plot threads that had dangled were resolved even as new plot trajectories were introduced.



Anderle's writing keeps improving - it's more polished, more cohesive - even as he's retained his

own singular scattershot style. I've also noticed less and less typos, so yay.Bethany Anne had

gained purchased in space some books ago, and she's close to wrapping up her business on Earth.

Governments had most of them backed off, having taken alarming note of BA's knack for all-out

retaliation. She'd just about cowed the UnknownWorld, that hidden community of "supernatural"

beasties and ghoulies. She's just about ready to turn her vengeful eye towards the stars, towards

the bigger picture: the Kurtherian Overlords. But not yet.One of many things that makes this series

so cool is that Anderle invests chunks of pages into charting the personal, day-in-the-life

experiences of his cast. So there are romantic overtures and combatting body shaming and

progress made on - and our ladies ogling over - that beefcake calendar (for charity) composed

partly of BA's elite bodyguards.Significant goings-on: BA finally lets the world's governments (except

China and Russia) in on the big secret, after which cue the epic kerfuffle. Maybe a third of the book

in, we're introduced to Terry Henry Walton, him with the eidetic memory and mercenary background

and here recruited to an archaeological dig in Syria. I'd twigged on that Terry has got his own

offshoot series going (seeÃ‚Â Nomad Found: A Kurtherian Gambit Series (Terry Henry Walton

Chronicles Book 1)). But the most momentous thing is that there's finally an alien sighting (c'mon,

Thales of Miletus doesn't count). Sucks for the Yollin that they'd entered our solar system with bad

intentions. As the various governing bodies and those supernatural elements who regard humans

as cattle have found out, you don't want to get on the Queen's bad side.The action centerpiece is

staged two-thirds into the book as BA's forces get split up to handle skirmishes on three very

diverse fronts. Of these three fronts, what excited me most was BA's spearheading of her squad

into the ancient clan temple near Shennongjia Peak, Hubei, China. For those who'd been craving for

Stephanie Lee to get hers, this is it, son. I was so anticipating Bethany Anne's bloody face-off with

the Leopard Empress, and I wasn't disappointed. Her public relations officer, Cheryl Lynn, may

describe her boss as "the top of the P.R. nightmare" but that's nothing compared to the nightmare

BA is to her foes in a scrap. So much for the secret Chinese cabal's thousand-year conspiracy to

subjugate the planet. The last third of this read has got me so pumped up. Hell with sleep and work

and good hygiene and spending time with the fam! On to Book 13!

This entire series is like eating a bag of potato chips. You know it's not really good for you but you

can't stop until you finish the whole bag. This has been a mindless romp in the world of kick ass and

do it my way because i am the biggest SOB in the valley of death. Earth seems to have been central

station for multiple aliens whose influence is only discovered recently. So if you want some mindless



fun reads read the series in order. In this book the This entire series is like eating a bag of potato

chips. You know it's not really good for you but you can't stop until you finish the whole bag. This

has been a mindless romp in the world of kick ass and do it my way because i am the biggest SOB

in the valley of death. Earth seems to have been central station for multiple aliens whose influence

is only discovered recently. So if you want some mindless fun reads read the series in order. In this

book the aliens are in the house- what is TQB going to do?

This will be the first review I have made for this series. And that's not because I haven't enjoyed it,

it's because I have been too busy binge reading to take time to give proper accolades to the author.

This series has taken over all my extra time and I'm going to be just a tad bit upset when I get to the

latest release and have to actually 'wait' for the next one. Thank you in advance Michael, for not

making me have to wait too long. ;-)I usually don't read a lot of sci-fi, I'm a fantasy, urban fantasy

reader. This series dragged me in from the beginning and obviously hasn't let me go yet. It's a hell

of a ride! I have laughed....really, really hard, cried and of course been ultimately P.O.ed by an

unnamed persons death, but have been thankfully informed of a resolution in the future....I can deal

with that. With Anticipation! :-)This series offers character development to an awesome degree,

character interaction that is touching, uplifting and just plain hilarious at times. And some bad@ss

Justice handed out to the bad guys! Every book is a victory of some kind and how can you not get

behind that.So, a major shout out to Michael Anderle for writing such a great stream of books. I look

forward to continuing my binge for a bit, and look forward to the next release(s). Keep up the good

work, Please! :)PS, I got the first book Death Becomes Her, as KU about a week or so ago. I have

lovingly and eagerly paid for all the other 11 in the series (that I have read so far) and will continue

to do so. I love to show my appreciation to an author I enjoy by purchasing the books. I hope it

helps. :-) On my way to purchase the next one.

I love this series. It is always humorous and as the author has learned the series has only gotten

better. I greatly appreciate his willingness to correct early works such as editing mistakes as he has

learned that good books need good editors. I have read some complaints that this book jumped

around with to many different scenes. Personally I think Michael did a great job with the multiple

issues that arise in a long series. Not once did I feel like a scene was left short changed so he could

jump to another scene. I think this is one of the hardest things authors have to do, it is so hard in

fact that most authors don't even try, instead they play one scene complete then jump back in time

to play out another. The way this book was done made me feel like it was real life and I got to be the



person in the know for all of it. (Bethany Anne) Keep up the great work and hey if it takes six weeks

to get a book out instead of four, lol I'm good with that.
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